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editorial
What Is The Truth

Right On
--

By DAN JOY
When the Republicans took over
the executive branch of government
in 19 53, conservatives had high
hopes that liberal policies with us for
a generation would be altered and
those who forged the policies
replaced. While one can point to
particular instances where those
hopes were realized, the Eisenhower
years were by and large marked by
lackluster leadership and a
continuation of liberal politics. In
fact the Eisenhower tenure fulfilled a
very necessary liberal function by
serving as the agency of
consolidation for 20 years of liberal
experimentation and governmental
expansion_ In a very real sense this
made the following liberal offensive,
the New Frontier, possible.
possible.
Talk, especially among chagrined
conservatives, was that the
presidency itself caused conservative
partisans to perform as liberal
presidents. The voters had handed
over to the war hero an opportunity
to make a change. Roosevelt with his
New Deal had, we are told, brought
us. through the depression and the
Great War; but now hill alien
experimentation ought to be done
away with. It had outlived its
purpose, whatever it might have
been. Conservatives came away
disappointed and bitter. Many of
these conservatives gave up, resigning
themselves to the new political order
of welfare and Big Brother.
The election of Richard Nixon
16 years later found conservatives
with a similar hope that finally
something 'would be done to·· alter
this nat.ion's governmental
commitment to liberal politics. In
1968 there · was cause for greater
hope than in 1952. The nomination
and election of Nixon were caused
bv conservatives, where.as
Eisenhower, backed by the eastern
Republicans, had defeated Taft a11d

I

A National Student Association
(NSA) convention in Michigan last
weekend re-opened the student-led
antiwar campaign, and declared a
new wave of activities, including
marches on Washington, D.C.
NSA's action followed a full week
of cloudy, secretive maneuvers by
the Nixon administration to keep
the 1American public unaware of U.S.
troop activity on the Laotian and
Cambodian borders. Izvestia and the
Japanese News Agency (JNA) both
reported that American troops were
involved in a South Vietnamese
offensive into Laos. Air support by
American bombers was mentioned
by both agencies.
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird
dismissed Izvestia's reports with a
curt "They don't know the tr11th."
He had no comment on JNA reports
duplicating Izvestia's. But it would
appear that if Izvestia didn't know
the truth, the American public didn't
either. As one senator said, the
American public should not have to
get its news from the Russians,
Japanese and French.
The Nixon administration was
seriously contemplating further
troop activity in Laos and
Cambodia, in direct violation of the
Cooper-Church amendment, which
outlaws action in both countries
unless it is done with Congressional
approval. But the big-wigs staging the
Southeast Asian "conflict" decided
air support was not covered by the
amendment.
The detriment to further
American interference in Laos and
Cambodia was apparent fear on
Nixon's part that the American
public would not stand for widening

the war. But he overlooked, very
handily indeed, it seems, that
whether the United States is involved
in a ground war or an air war, it is
war nonetheless.
But Nixon may be reading the
American public correctly in his
assumption that the United States
will tolerate a widening war. Despite
Congressional outcry against the
action, American troops have massed
on the Laotian and Cambodian
borders. And despite NSA's actions,
students have been silent about
expanded American involvement in a
foreign war. It leads us to believe the
student-led strike last spring was
more an emotional reaction to the
deaths of four students at Kent State
than a serious anti-war campaign.
This is not to say, however, that
four more deaths and another
student strike are in order. But it is
to say that Nixon and his boys will
take further liberties unless we put
across our message of anti-war
sentiment loudly and clearly.
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The joint Appropriations and requested $23.883 million for
Finance Committee will hear 1971-72, but the BEF
budget requests for the state's recommended only $19.838
universities today and Wednesday million for UNM, $4.05 million
to determine how much funding less than requested.
the committee should recommend
Included in the BEF
for each university for the
1971·72 fiscal year, Spokesmen recommendations is a 20 percent
from the university tuition increase for the state's
administrations, the Department universities over a two year
of Finance and Administration period.
and the Board of Educational
The House Education
Finance ( BEF) will testify.
Committee tomorrow afternoon
The state's universities earlier will hear a proposed amendment
requested an approximate $14 to the state constitution to
million funding increase, but the establish a university board of
BEF recommended an overall regents which would have control
increase of about $2.5 million. over all seven of the state's
UNM President Ferrel Heady universities. Under the provisions

but also of frustrating the
deep.seated desire among his
constituency for significant welfare
reform. The tactic on the food stamp
program was a similar charade. While
announcing a cut-back coincident
with his advocacy of a guaranteed
annual income he quietly permitted
his HEW secretary to solicit from
Congress a significantly expanded
food stamp program. This
administration seems intent on
rendering ridiculous the law of
non-contradiction....
In Vietnam he has seemingly given
everybody everything. The President
is doing as the demonstrators told
him by bringing the troops home.
But at the same time he points out,
to those interested in our
commitment to the Southeast Asians
that his policy of Vietnamization
(de-Americanization) will lay the
foundation for a final Communist
defeat. If he can accomplish both, he
will merit the accolades of all except
those who are supporting the Viet
Cong. If he has no real interest other
than the domestic political
imperative then it is but another
charade.
The evidence indicates that the
Nixon presidency remains to this
date one with only one
commitment-success on election
day 1972. If the President has his
way it will be neither a liberal
administration nor a conservative
one, notwithstanding his real
political potential which is
conservative, not liberal. As Kevin
Phillips put it, the President is
dedicated to getting re-elected. Short
of the outrageous he'll do whatever
he thinks necessary to get re-elected,
which requires a majority of the
electoral college, a qualification he is
inclined to forget. Within proper
limits one cannot fault him for that.
What is fundamental is how he goes
about accomplishing that objective.
What are conservatives to do? It is

national guard and state police
named in a civil suit filed in
September by six people who
were allegedly bayonetted by
national guardsmen May 8, 1970,
on the UNM campus.
Pollution legislation will also be
considered in legislative
committees this week.
The Senate Rules Committee
tomorrow will hear a joint
resolution proposing a
constitutional amendment to
allow the legislature to "provide
for the control of pollution within
the state." If the resolution passes
both houses, it must be submitted
to the voters in the next general
election.

Thursday the House Natural
Resources Committee will hear a
bill proposing to increase penalties
for violations of pollution control
laws. If a defendant is convicted
of violating pollution regulations
he could be fined up to $10,000
for each offense,
Concerning other types of
legislation, hearings are set today
before the House Judiciary
Committee on a bill which would
require a person charged with a
felony to be brought to trial
within 90 days of his arrest. The
bill further states if a person is not
brought to trial within six months
of his arrest, charges will be
dropped.
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GSAC OK's Emerg~~bhy

Triviality
The Lobo's Triviality of the Week
Award is hereby bestowed on former
Gov. David F. CArgo and present
Gov. Bruce King for their bickering
and behavior over who owns what in
the governor's mansion.
Sarah Laidlaw

a truism to say that more is to come
from the administration. It is to be
expected it will continue to be a
mixed bag. A politician whose raison
d'etre is being returned to office by a
loving electorate is going to continue
to attempt to placate both sides
(liberal and conservative) as well as
the general electorate which is
neither specifically liberal nor
conservative. It is not as if America
had a conservative president; it
doesn't. But it does have a President,
as Bill Buckley suggests, who will
listen to conservatives who can get
his ear. If the hopes of conservative
Americans are not going to come to
the same frustrating end that was
experienced after Eisenhower,
conservative leadership must begin to
lead. Within the understanding that
the Nixon presidency is not a
leadership presidency, conservatives
in Congress must begin to use their
vote and their influence to extract
from the Presidency policy changes
and perhaps forthright leadership.
The President will respond if he
comes to understand that it is in his
interests to respond. That may not
be very comforting to conservatives,
and it shouldn't be; but, Nixon is
President and he's the only one we
got.
Therefore our job must be to
make ourselves heard. As we move
toward 1972, conservatives must
review the options available. The
first step is to let the President and
his supporters know that
conser'fatives can be counted upon
to the extent the administration can
be counted, upon. At toe same time
conservatives should point out that
any significant rightwing defection
will mean Nixon's defeat. Liberals
will not come his way. He cannot
hope to trade California for New
York. He must be reminded that
what began with a few kids in 1968
ended with the retirement of a
President to his ranch.

9

Protest Cut in GA's

Nixon Gives Something for Everyone

his partisans. Moreover the Nixon
political constituency of 1968 was
fundamentally conservative (the
western, southern and suburban
voters) in .contrast to Eisenhower's
lack of need or any real
constituency. in addition, by 1968 a
relatively cohesive conservative
movement had emerged as the single
most important development within
the framework of American electoral
politics.
When President Nixon took office
he reportedly "whispered" to
conservatives that they ought to
watch his actions and not be too
concerned with his rhetoric; the
irn"plication being that such things as
the liberal media and political
practicalities would force him into a
certain rhetorical mold. That ploy
would be just fine had he not told
the liberals the exact same thing.
With that as groundwork, each wing
could and probably would, dismiss
that which it disliked as being
unsubstantive, while holding tight
for the "real" Nixon to come
forward. But it may well be that we
are fast being forced to the
realization that the real Nixon is the
fellow who tells liberals and
conservatives to watch him and at
the same time to not watch him.
Politically the ploy might succeed in
keeping enough of both the right and
left sufficiently mollified to the
President's re-election.
But there was also more than just
rhetoric for the liberals. The
administration pursued a guaranteed
annual wage, as socialist as any
scheme tried by any President. In
order to spread the constituency
which might be inclined to support
"family assistance" the President
worked out a position whereby he
talked of welfare reform while
Gimultaneously moving to pass the ·
single greatest welfare package in
history, 'l'he casualty is not only the
sensibilities of the economic system

of the bill, the board would be
composed of 11 members. The
initial board would be made up of
seven members from the present
boards of regents of the various
colleges, plus four members
appointed by the governor. If the
amendment is passed by the
legislature and approved by the
voters in the next general election,
it would go into effect July 1,
1973.
Hearings are set for Friday
afternoon on a bill asking $25,000
to pay for the defense of former
Governor David F. Cargo,
Adjutant General John P. Jolly,
State Police Chief Martin Vigil,
and members of the New Mexico
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GSAC Meeting

by Chud\ l•'("iL

GSAC President Duke
Duquette with administrative aid
Danny Romero preside over the
GSAC meeting which saw the
enactment of emergency
legislation to fight the proposed
Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) recommendation to reduce
the number of GA's and TA's at
UNM.

The GSAC last night passed
emergency I egis Ia tion giving
Council President Duke Duquette
authority and funds to lobby
against proposed BEF cuts in the
number of Graduate Assistants
(GA's) employed at UNM.
The BEF cut in GA's employed
at UNM will decrease the number
of graduates working in a teaching
capacity by 69. Duquette noted
the reduction represents about 10
percent of the GA's employed at
UNM.
The sysbm by which the BEF
decides funding upon is the
Fulltime equivalent system (FTE).
The FTF. is flgurcd by adding up
the total number of hours at the
University and dividing them by
the theoretical course load of 16
hours. The BEF counts two GA's
as one, giving the University an
FTE of 2·14 as opposed to the
actual number 489 GA's.
Duquette pointed out the
departments in the College of Arts
and Sciences, which is the largest
at UNM, will be hurt the most by
the cuts since it employs most of
the GA's.

USSR Condemns Laos Invasion
Britain, South Korea, Cambodia Approve Action
By United Press International
The expansion of the war in
Indochina Monday into a third
theater, Laos, brought swift
condemnation from the Soviet
Union and North Vietnam. Hanoi
also accused the United States of
preparing to invade north into its
territory.
The Laotian government also
protested the invasion by South
Vietnamese Army troops
supported by American planes
and artillery. The Laotian Chief of
State, Prince Souvanna Phouma,
d Pmanded that all foreign
troops-including the North
VietnamPs-withdraw from the
neutral country.
The U.S. State Department and
the Saigon government said the
move into Laos did not constitute
an expnnsion of the war.
Britain, Cambodia and South
Korea issued statements
supporting the allied decision to
cross from South Vietnam into
Eastern Laos in a campaign to cut
the Communist Ho Chi Minh
supply trail into the three theaters
of the Indochina war.
ln Paris, the Hanoi and Viet
Cong delegations to the Vietnam
talks issued statements
condemning "aggression actually
led by the United States and the
puppet administration of Saigon
. t L aos. "
agams
The North Vietnamese
statement also said that "in the
same time as the American
escalation of the war of aggression
in Laos and Cambodia, the United
States and the puppet
administration of Saigon are

Tuesday, rebruary 9, 1971
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to Hear Budget Requests of State U's

massing their forces near the 17th
parallel ... and preparing for new
military adventures against the
Democratic Republic of (North)
Vietnam."
At the United Nations,
Secretary General U Thant issued
a statement saying:
"The reported incursion into
Laos of South Vietnamese armed
forces supported by the U.S. Air
Force is one of the more
deplorable episodes in the lo~g
history of the barbarous war m
Indochina ...•
"The Secretary General fears
that the intervention of South
Vietnamese and other forces into
Laos might be the final blow to
the 1 !162 Geneva Protocol which
states in Article 4, (Lhai) the
introduction of foreign regular or
irregular troops, foreign
pai·amilit;ary formations and
foreign military personnel into
Laos is prohibited."
The official Tass News Agency
circulated the first So viet reaction
to the invasion.
"The criminal aggression of the
United States in Indochina has
entered a dangerous new stage: a
new front of war against the
peoples o£ Southeast Asia has
been opened," Tass said, "The
U.S. has assumed heavy
responsibility to world and
American public opinion for its
aftermath."
The Laotian protest put initial
blame on the North Vietnamese,
but noted that their presence
there "does not constitute
justification" for the action by
South Vietnam and the U.S.

"The royal Lao G?vernment
all, fore1gn troops

?~mand~ that
Immediat~ly

WI~hdr~;v. fr~m

Royal Laotian tern tory,

Jt sa1d.

Dean George Springer of the
Graduate School also noted the
act would "hurt us in the North
Central rating." He said the main
area of concern, should the act
pass, would be the library which
has come under considerable
attack.
Duquette indicated the
potential for an even greater cut
in the number of GA's was
present since the legislature still
had to consider reports from the
Department of Financial
Administration and the Legislative
Finance Committee.
The bill, which will provide

ENMU Regents Forfend

Usage of 'Nekkid' Models
A student at Eastern New
Mexico University, (ENMU) has
protested the Regent imposed ban
on the use of nude models in an
advanced art course.
Lee Cunningham, one of 17
students taking the course, is
planning to present his arguments
and a student petition to the
ENMU regents at their next
meeting, He said the petition has
shown that a majority of students
and people in Portales agree the
ban should be lifted.
The ban originated when the

i~;;:~=~

Photos by Chuck

Open House

$400 to be utilized for lobbying
in Santa Fe, received a unanimous
voice vote from the GSAC.
Duquette said the chances of
succeeding in the lobby attempt
were quite small but "it's worth a
fight."
Also passed with the lobby bill
was a resolution to be presented to
the legislature requesting the BEF
"reconsider" its proposal to cut
back the number of GA's and
TA's.
Th!! resolution points out the
need for further investigation of
the cutback, noting that such a
cut could "hurt the University."

~'cil

UNM's new Ecology
Information Center located at
1417 Central NE will hold its
open house this afternoon from 1
to 5. The center serves as a
collection center for a wide
variety of information on
environmental problems.

art department asked ENMU
President Charles Meister for
permission to use nude models.
Meister said he could have coped
with the situation administratively
but decided to take it to the
regents as "a courtesy." He added
three other colleges in New
Mexico, UNM, New Mexico State
University and Highlands
University all use nude models in
art classes.
The regents looked at the
matter differently and decided
against allowing the nudes after
regent's President Ernest Wheeler
said he "would favor closing the
art department rather than have
this." After Wheeler's statement
the regents voted 3-2 to ban the
nudes.
Among those who have no
objection to use of nude models
were clergymen representing four
denominations in Portales who
said "they wouldn't discourag!'
members of their congregations
from enrolling as a student or
acting as a model."
In defending the decision,
Wheeler said he recalled the
controversy surrounding the
"Love Lust Poem" at UNM and
added "the publicity would do
more harm than good." Several
students in the class refuted that
argument, terming a comparison
between the ENMU situation and
the "Love Lust Poem" unfair as
the UNM controversy involved
freshmen not upperclassmen as at
ENMU.
At UNM, Clinton Adams, dean
of the College of Fine Arts, called
the decision of the ENMU
Regents "ridiculous" and added
he "was astounded by religious
reasons given." Adams said the
issue of nudes in art classes had
started in the 1860's in Philadelphia
and that he was surprised to see it
now.
In reference to the use of nude
models· Adams said, "you can't
learn d~awing very well without it
and in order to study art you
must learn to draw."
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Tht'rP's no justice in the world:
Thn•t> Dog Night outdrPw Buck
0W<'US,

Because thf're was so little
publicity for the Three Dog Night
concert, I figured there was a
possibility ol' Buck just might pull
a lai·get· crowd. I was rootingfor
him, if only because it would've
been so much fun to speculate on
what that might have meant. But
Three Dog Night drew almost
twice as many people as The Buck

Bltcl-c Owens-Two Different Worlds
Owl•ns Show, <tlthough both filled
!lwir arEJ;las (Tingley Coliseum
and
Civic Auditorium,
resp~;cLivPly) to about the same
proportion.
I'm surp most people who
attended one of the concerts
during the weekend were unaware
even of the other one's e:!Cistence.
But I like both groups, to a
moderate degree, and thought it
would offer quite an interesting
comparison.

(By the author oj Ratlu Round tM Flag, Bo11a,,. DobieGillr'a,,. etc.)

Down Memory Lane Without a Paddle
Memory can best be described as that function of the brain which
deserts you during an exam. Today, therefore, let us take up mnemonics, or little tricks to aid the memory.
As you know of course, mnemonics is named after Mnemon, the
hero of possibly the loveliest of all the Greek myths. It tPJis how thE>
Athenian youth Mnemon fell in Jove with the wood nymph Ariadne,
and she with him. Indeed, so oblivious were these two to everything
except each other, that one year they forgot to attend the festival of
Demeter, the goddess of bran. Well sir, naturally Demeter got pretty
wroth, and to make sure the lovers would never forget again, she
changed Ariadne into a finger and Mnemon into a piece of string.
A lovely myth, as you can see, and as you know of course, it's
been the inspiration for dozens of richly romantic books, plays and
operas, including La Traviata, Deerslayer and The Joys of Yiddish.
But I digress. Mnemonics, I say, are little tricks to aid the memory. For example, here's how I learned my Zip Code-72846. I broke
it into two smaller groups of digits, each with a special meaning. Like
this: 72-846.
See how easy it is now? The first group of digits, 72, is, as you
know of course, the number of days in the gestation cycle of the larger
marsupials, like the oryx, the bushy lemur and the Toyota. And the
second group, 846, you will instantly recognize of course as Dick Tracy's
badge number.

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thousand times. But now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to
stop dr<.>arning and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
arc exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to determine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a diamond's size (carat weigh(), color,
cut and clarity.
Although it's important to
know the facts about diamonds
}'QU CCT!ainl}' don't have to be
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring ..• because Keepsake
guara11tees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clarity or replacement assured. The famous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent regisiration, trade-in
value and protection against Joss
of diamonds from the setting.

an

~ut some pE•ople ~a~- that mnemonics, useful though they may

be, Will soon be replaced by a far better mem'lry aid. In fact, say thPy,
we are on the \'e:ge of a fantastic new breakthrough. Hecent experiments have defimtely prow;d that memory is earried in the brain cells
by the sub-molecule called RNA. Therefore, say they, as soon as scioence learns how to synthesize RNA, all we'll have to do is swallow a
teaspoon of it and-presto!-instantmemory.
(Incidentally, if you're wondering what the initials RNA stand
for~ I forg?t. I d~ recall, however, what VNA stands for. When the
emment b10c~em1st Alfred J. Sigafoos was isolating DNA back in
1960, he ca:ned. on experiments of such incredible delicacy you can
s~arcely beheve It. Why, do you know that he was actually dissecting
tissues only a trillionth of an inch thick? That's why his fellow Jab
workersnam~d the stuff DNA-for "Don't Nudge Alfred.")
But I digress. Some people, I say, believe that science will soon
decode RNA. But others are doubtful. How can anybody decode RNA
they ask, when they can't even figure out the brewing formula of
Miller High Life Beer?
It'~ true, you know. Miller High Life is absolutely unique. No
competitor ~as ever bee? able to duplicate it. Oh sure, they've tried.
In fact,. ~hey ve been trymg for 115 years. And that's how long they've
been fa1hng because from the very beginning Miller's brewing formula
has been a secret known to only one man on earth-Mirier's chief
brewmaster-and he never tells it to another soul until on his death'
bed, he whispers it into the ear of his eldest son.
. Tak~, f?r examp.le, the curren; chief brewmaster at Miller High
L1fe-Hemnch LockJaw the XIIth. A veritable tomb is Heinrich the
XIIth. Believe me, he's been offered plenty to divulge the formula.
And I don't mean just money; I mean treasures far more preciousthe Mona Lisa, the Elgin Marbles, Belgium, the only existing skeleton
of Charl.em.agne as a boy, the original manuscript of The Joys of Yiddish.
But Hemnch the XIIth just keeps shaking his head, determined that
the secret of Miller High Life shall be his alone untii, with ms llnal
breath, he whispers it into the ear of his eldest son Heinrich the XIIIth
(or Gabby, as all his friends call him).
But I digress. You want to know whether science will ever decode
RNA: Wel.l sir, I don't have the answer. But this much I can tell you:
Amenca did not become tho world's foremost producer of laminated
prosthetics and edible furniture by running away from a fight!
And don'tyou forget it!

COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth arc: blue, yellow,
brown and black.

CARAT: A diamond's size is
measured in carats. As a diamond
increases in size, its price will
incre~sc even more if the quality
remarns constant. But larger diamonds oi inferior quality may actually be worth less than smaller
perfect diamonds.
'

*

*

*

We, the brewers of Miller Hiuh Life and the sponsors of this column,
wish to extend to you our unique and unduplicated thanks for your continuing patronage. Also, Heinrich says hello.
Page 2
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" Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a c?mplctc selection of new styles.
He s in the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800·243·6000
In Connecticut, call 800-942-0655:

~:£dsake®
REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

®
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7600 Menaul NE-299-9528

Gottschalk

Arthur Sussman
internationally-known paint.er and
artist-in-residence at the
Univ<.>rsity of Albuqut>rque, will
teach a creative design course,

Send your Iovebundle
our 'LoveBundle:TM

U!Ual/y available
for less than

I

$12 so•
•

What better word than "Love"?
What better way to say it than with the
"LoveBundle"?
A special Valentine's bouquet, with a lift-out
LoveBug corsage to wear on Valentine's Day.
Order it to arriv.e early. Because it's designed to
stretch Valentine's Day into a whole week.
Why squeeze your love into one day?
Available only at an FTD florist. At a special price.

Send the FTD 11LoveBundfe" for Valentine's week.

J

body at large, and will present
three lectures open to the public:
"The 18th Century Atlantic
Community: Fact or Fiction,"
March 1, S p.m. in the Kiva, "The
Causes of Revolution," March 10,
8 p.m., F AC Rt>cital Hall, and
"The Revival of Intellectual
Curiosity," March 1 G, :1:30 p.m.,
Home Economics Bldg., Simpson
Room.
·
Gottschalk, who also specializes
in the study of revolutions, feels
the turmoil the United States is
experiencing today "is not
revolution, but simply a period of
unrest"
Discussing the .causes of
revolution, he said he couldn't
agree with Marx's class struggle
theory because "the classes get all
mixed up in a revolution.'' As
examples he pointed to

ThP l2·W<'E'k, non-cr<"dit courst•
will bt> on 'fhursday nights !'rom 7
to 9 in the Continuing Education
Building on th<~ northwest corner
of Y all~ and Lomas.

*As an independent businessm~n. each FTD Member Florist sets his

own prices.

AMISTAD·

The

Free Universi

Violence vs. ~on-violence, Thurs., 7:30p.m . .:\lewman Ctr.
Perception and Creation, Call 243-1794
110

·c·:w:::·p···;:::c··:::• r·· •:: :· :·::··:·;t.:::•r;r::·· w_·:::::':T·i

Calling U

"A nother crackpot group!"

Sensory Awareness, Fris., 8-12 a.m., Honors 127G

c:;~;;;i:::::c::::;:~:::i:;;;:::,:·;!:;:r:;Jn::I:::·::r:;;:r:;;G::c:m;;;::;:,·j,;::;~;L~~. .J
'l'm•sday, I<'<>b. !l
Alumni A!:~n. gxt:'eutiV(l Committf'P:
Union, roum 250 B ~c: nunn

~Iarshall McLnhan, Thurs., 7 p.m., Honors I27H

L•w Camapunas:
231 Jo:; 4: :Jo p.m.

Latin American Forum. ·weds., 7 p.m .. :\IH 20G

Union, roun1

(!ampus Grusaclt• for C~hnst; Uniuu.
room 250 B---e; 7 p.m.

II•'"C; Union, room 25:J: 8 p.m.

ilitary-Inclustrial Complex in Xew ::\Iexico. Thurs., 7-9 p.m., Honors
Lounge

SEE US

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

Col>mic Awareness, Tues .. 7::l0 p.m .. ~III 1 0~

and P .S. Foreign Policy. Call 2 I:l-:l2-17

Existential Role-Playing, ·weds., 7:il0 p.m., :\HI 110
\'\VAn to Repair. Tuning, 7\Iodifying,

Tarot, \Veds., R p.m., 219 First St. SW

you lor many more front our new
locot10h

i
i
i
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I
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Lafayette's participation in the
French Revolution, Jefferson and
Washington in the American
Revolution, and today's young
middle-class, college educated
revolutionaries who are generally
opposed by the working classes.
As a protest method he favors
directly approaching persons of
authority from city to federal
officials, as opposed to huge
demonstrations which he says
''often create even more
animosity."
From 1927 until his retirement
five years ago Gottschalk was a
member of the faculty of the
University of Chicago. Currently
he is emeritus professor of history
at the University of Chicago and
professor of history at the
University of Illinois.
Gottschalk has written several
books about Lafayette, and is
recognized as one of the best
authorities on the French
nobleman who came to help the
American colonies in their
reb e IIi on against British rule.

0 n e of the country's most
renown geologists, Richard H.
Jahns of Stanford University will
give a free public lecture Feb. 11
on "Hints o,n Peaceful
Co-Existence with our Geologic
Environment, Or: What to do
Until the Insurance Appraiser
Arrives." The lecture begins at 8
p.m. in room 122 of the geology
building.
Jahns is dean of the School of
Earth Sciences at Stanford and
vice president of the Geological
Society of America.
The scientist's appearance in
Albuquerque is part of the
UNM-Sandia Labs Colloquium
Series. Jahns will give two other
talks during hi~ two-day stay in
the city, both for mor"e
'technically orientated audiences.
An expert in the applications of
geology to urban and human
problems, Jahns was formerly
dean of the Geology Department
at Pennsylvania State University
and a teacher at California
Institute of Technology. For the
past 20 years he has periodically
visited New Mexico to conduct
research and surveys.

3700 Central SJ~-256-355·1
214 Central SW-243·2266
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Here February ll

Your Albuquerque
FTD Florist

munity lot 10ycor!> from our Cen.

i

:
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Afi~Jr' ~etvmg the University Com-

i HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
: Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's !look gift offer all for only 25¢.
!t N~mc
S-71
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Louis Gottschalk Popejoy
Visiting Professor, beg~n the first
of his two stays this semester at
UNM with a news conference
Monday morning, He is one of the
country's outstanding historians
and a specialist in the history of
modern France. He will be at
UNM fl'Om Feb. 8-20 and again
from March 1-27.
While at UNM Gottschalk will
meet with various faculties and
students of individual
departments, he will conduct
several rap sessions for the student

af our new

CUT: The cut of a diamond-the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter-brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything l<'ss than
correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and vaiuc.
CLARITY: Determined by the ab·
sence of small impurities. A per·
feet diamond has no impurities
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained eye.

when he said he loved playing in
Albuquerque and considered it a
second home, but when 3DN
drummer Floyd Sneed yelled into
the microphone, "Come awn,
Albuquerque-get off yotlr asses!"
it was taken as just as sincere a
sign of affection by that crowd.
Taking into account the youth
and nature of the rock crowd, I'd
say both audiences had an equally
good time, in their own way.
Both shows disappointed me,
though, Buck looked older and
heavier than I remembered, and
really didn't put much into the
songs. He did many of his hits, a
couple of good Cajun songs, even
a couple of Simon and Garfunkle
numbers, and ended with a
rousing "Johnny B. Goode." But
the only time I felt the
down-home, good-time vibes I
expect from a good C&W show
was when Buckaroo Don Rich
whipped out his fiddle, painted
sparkling green with big gold stars
and whipped out an allright
"Orange Blossom Special." The
crowd dug it so much he had to
repeat it. Rich is a pretty good
guitar man too, as was the bass
player, but the organist and
drummer were simply awful. And
Buck's steel guitar player, about
whom I'd heard so many good
things, wasn't even there.
Three Dog Night put on a
better show than many "big
name" groups do on their best
nights, but it was still way below
what they've done here in their
previous three or four visits. That
all seven of them were fully
clothed by ·the concert's
conclusion was an indication of
their relative lack of theatrics. The
music compared favorably with
before, but that doesn't mean
much in their case-if Three Dog
Night concerts were judged only
on that basis, they'd all be bores.
But an integral part of the 3DN
package is the excitement they
create, and a Jot of that was
missing Saturday night.
But is it fair to say they weren't
that good because they didn't
cause a near-riot this time? Their
last number was "Ct>lebrat('," :mel
they got sevpral thousand pl'oplt•
doing just that. They're a gn•at
rock and roll band. No ma!tt'l'
what you think of tlwir musil', all
it talll'S is Sl'('ing in person what
tlwy can do with a <"rowel (on
I'VPn a pom· night l to mala• you
admit ilwy'w g()t sompthin;;
which can't bP deniPd.
Charles Andrl'ws

IT

Reknown Geologist
Jahns Will Lecture

Historian Gottschalk
Visiting Popejoy Prof

That it did; it was like two cmshers broke three windows at
different worlds. The restraining the entrance an.d tried to push
metalwo;·k usually in front of the through the glass doors. The city
stagt> at the Civic to hold back cops should take some pointers.
enthusiastic rock fans was
While Three Dog Night had
conspicuously absent; although enough equipment to be heard
Buck and the boys were within fairly loudly at the very back of
easy grasp, I'm sure no on2 even Tingley, Buck and his nine
contemplated grabbing at them. musicians and singers got by with
There was plenty of space four amplifiers. the volume at the
between the stage and the first front row was about the same as
row for camera bugs, and they your television turned up all the
were there in force-with their way. Although the crowd on the
Polaroids, mostly. I point that out floor of the Civic looked very
because I can't ever recall seeing a staid in their perfectly-aligned
Polaroid at a rock concert; it's rows of chairs, quite a few of
almost entirely Instamatics or them (mostly girls) got to
professional type cameras. Maybe bouncing up and. down, clapping
some psych major can tell us why and even letting out an occasional
country music and Polaroids go squeel-much the same as the
together.
crowd spread out over the floor of
I didn't spot more than half a Tingley. Both crowds let out a
dozen cameras at the Three Dog roar when they recognized the
Nigl,tt show, and it was a poor opening notes of a "biggie" ("Eli's
situation for taking pictures Coming" I "T.iger By The Tail"),
anyway. The several thousand and clapped in unison when
people on the floor were squeezed invited by their respective stage
right up to the elevated stage, deities.
which was almost six feet high,
An "applause poll" taken at the
and the front line of them (all Buck Owens show ("Let's hear it
girls, I think) wound up from the old folks ... Now from
half-hanging on it. At one point, the young folks ... ") indicated
two of them jumped up on the two-thirds of the audience was
stage and threw their arms around "young," but Three Dog Night
their favorite Dogs, and one of crowds are .always very young.
them (Danny Hutton) obliged by Two rather open areas on the east
whirling the girt around and and west sides of the Tingley stage
around. Someone finally escorted were alive with careening dancers,
her off the stage and .it ended as a and by the time Three Dog Night
minor and amusing incident. finished their set (with all the
During it, and the entire concert, house lights on, at that) almost
the state cops remained very cool, everyone on the floor was on their
even though a group of would-be feet. J3uck Owens seemed sincere
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Tues.; 7:30p.m. ~IH 109

UNIVERSITY OPTICAL
Phone 266.2500

122 Harvard SE

Poetry 'Workshop, Call 242--1905

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 74
No. 77

I.

I•'

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505.)
277·4102, 277-4202

SCHWINN VARSITY'!') SPORT

Jesus of Nazareth, Call 2'12-2·173

I

The New Mexico Lobo is
PUblished daily every regular week
of the University Year by the Board
of Student PUbl!cations of the
Associated Studento or the
University of New Mexico, and is
not . ffnanciaUy associated with
UNM, Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class Postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year,
The opinions expre&sed on the
editorial pages or The Lobo are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial, board of The Lobo!
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico,
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• 10 speed
dorailleur gears

I

• Sports style

1
I

• Dual-Position
caliper brake
lovers

I

handlebars

Exciting Voice of Reason, Call 298-N·12
Witchcraft (begins in 2 wks.) Mons., 7::10 p.m., :\IH 110, and Fris., 7:il0 p.m., Honors
127<~

Philosophy of the Rc·\·olution, Tues., Thurs., 2 p.m. Honors Lounge

• Twin .. stik 1M gear..
shift controls

.\ \TT s·rA n is a free university, no tu ilion. no credits. anyone and everyone ran offer a course of any kind or participate

COME IN

Il

'4' •I

NEW MEXICO WBO
;'

'!

FOR A TEST

RIDE

in any course they like. The feeling is that

W('

all have something· to share. togetlwr. the A\JISTAD office is located in the

soullmcst portion of Zimmerman Library on the UN7\f campus in what is now the Honors Center. FOR FURTHER Il\1 FORi\L\TION, call

'

.

'·

.

3DN

'

·

~77-!iH2() or 277-[)720. JUST CO~JE IN-ALL WELCO~TE!

'l'ucsdny, Fcbruat·y 9, 1!171
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ICAMPUS BRIEFS I
Mountaineers

The UNM Mountaineering Club
will meet Feb. 9, 7:30 p.m. in
Room 250-D of the Union. Plans
for rock climbing, snowshoeing,
rafting, camping, hiking and
Easter trips will be discussed. A
slide show of mountain climbing
in New Mexico will be shown.

MASH
MASH will hold an
organizational meeting Feb. 9 to
set up a schedule for the second

semester. The meeting will be 6
p.m. in the MASH office, Mesa
Vista Hall, room 1056. MASH is a
drug information and counseling
walk-in center, and provides
emergency first-aid.

Peace Dinner
The Newman Center is having a
meal for peace at 7 p.m. Feb. 14,
in their auditorium, Cost will be
50 cents for a Mexican dinner,
and there will be sp~akers, films
and entertainment.

YOURSElf UP
TO POSTER SIZE

~~~~~
't{o~6~'~.~~r~i~h~~n~:
cartoon or magazm11 photo.

2FT X 3FT $3 50

Agreal Gill idea , .. a splen·

Jll

did Gag, Ideal room decora•

lion ••• Perfect far parties.

Poster mailed 1n sturdy tube.

Your onginal

•

2 FT • $ 2•SO
FT
FT
3 • X 4 • $? •SO

t2

FT •

X

returned undamaged. Add 50c for poslage handtmg tor
Send check, cash or M.O. (No c 0.0.) To:

EACH •tern ordered

BlDW·UP

PO BOX 589 NY 10010 NY

Loans Will Cost More Than Expected
State student loans will cost
Contrary to a story in the
almost as much as bank loans this Albuquerque Journal, Jan. 13,
semester 'd'espife 'the recent sale'i:W ·· stating ·the sale ..bf'the loart llortds
$1.2 million in student loan would not supply enough money
bonds.
for New Mexico students' needs,
The seven percent interest on Board of Educational Finance
the state-sponsored loans will be (BEF) Assistant Executive
offset for some students by a Secretary Bruce Peterson said
federal subsidy that will pay the students whose applications are
interest on the loans while the accepted will receive the full
student remains in school and amount they requested. The
shows need for the assistance,
Journal quoted BEF Director
The commercial interest rates William McConnell as saying
vary from six percent to 10 students would get one percent
percent.
less on their loans than requested
An advantage to a state student on the application.
loan is that, unlike a bank loan, it
does not have to be repaid while
Sale of the loan bonds, which
the student is in school. Payments brought $1,254,600, was the first
can be deferred until nine months such bond issue devised in the
after leaving college.
United States, it was announced
• ...,.. ...................., .....................................................................................................................................4
~

:kopy
korner
I>

~

SIMMSBUllDING

Hi!lh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
247-4406
~
Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to BY," x 11 ':
I> Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization ~
I> charts, oversized periodicals and books,
•
~AAAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.AAA~~

~

~

at a meeting before the State
Board of Finance Jan, 12.
...... 'I'lie. 'BEF~ des1gn:ea the program
to cope with a shortage of loan
funds with money from private
sources. Private sources were
needed because UNM cannot loan
state tax money to students-.
Money from Kirchner, Moore
and Co. of Denver, winning bidder
for the bonds, will be loaned to
about 1400 students in 19 New
Mexico colleges, universities and
vocational schools, said bond men
at the January meeting.
Though students will be held
responsible for repaying the loans,
a federal fund has been
established to protect the state
against losses from unrepaid loans.
Students will pay .25 percent of
. each loan into this fund.

•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
eDOWNTOWN

Christian Science
Roy J. Lennig, C.S.B., will
lecture on Christian Science in the
Kiva, Feb. 15 at 7:30 p.m. The
lecture is titled "Commitment: A
Christian Science Approach."

Visit. ..
....

"'f I could get my hands on
my first grade teacher now,
Itt break her chalk':
It all began in the first grade.
But don't blame your first-grade teacher. It wasn't
her fault. It was the system she had to teach.
The old "run, Spot, run" method.
You had to read it out loud. Word by word. And
that's the way it was until you became a second grader.
Where your teacher asked you to read silently.
But you couldn't do it.
You probably stopped reading out loud. But you
still said every word to yourself.
If you're an average reader, you're probably reading
that way now.
Which means you read only as fast as you talk.
About 250 to 300 words a minute.
And that's not fast enough any more.
Not when the average student has approximately 8
hours of required reading for every day of classes.
And since the amount oftime in a day isn't about to
increase, your reading speed will have to.
In order to handle it all.
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course can
help.
With training, you'll be able to see groups of words.
To read between 1,000 and 3,000 words per minute. De·
pending on how difficult the material is.
•
. At any rate, we guarantee to at least triple your
·
readrng speed, or we'll refund your entire tuition.
(98.4% of everyone who takes the course accomplishes
this.)
So don't waste time thinking about whom to
blame. Come take a free introductory speed reading les·
son. We'll increase your reading speed on the spot. It
takes about an hour to find out how you can reduce
your study time by 50% or more.
And it ought to be worth an hour of your time.
To save thousands. ~

At Winrock

\\Down to

Earth
Fashionsu
•

/

11

·,

,l

I!

I

Evelyn Wood
.Reaqing Dynamics

.-

Some at our best friends were sbN readers.

EVANS LEARNING CENTER

301 San Pedro Drive NE

J

I

Ph. 265-6761

fl

Attend a
FREE INTRODUCTORY MINI-LESSON

;

'

.•

·~

IN THE SUB
Today & VVednesday
S.U.B. Room 231-E
5:00 p.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Thursday
SUB Rm. 250-A
5:00 & 7:00 p.m.
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Aitken Heroics Lift Lobos Over SIU
By ANDY GARMEZY
Down by an awesome 2.15
going into the last event, the Lobo
gymnastics team received three
brilliant clutch performances on
the high bar to upset national
power Southern Illinois last night
162.25-162.10.
Before 4, 200 spectators in
Johnson Gymnasium, Jon Aitken
scored an unbelievable 9.65 to
offset a previous high of 9,6 by
SIU's Tom Lindner,
Added to Joe Kinkel's 9.3 and
Jim Ivicek's 9,55 the Lobos
scored a 28.50 in the high bar to
give UNM its first victory over

SIU in three meetings and upped
the Lobo gymnastic dual meet
record to 7-0.
After winning the opening
event of floor exercises the Lobos
fell behind in the side horse and
rings. A 9.25 performance by
Mark Hopkins, followed by a 9.2
and 9.35 by Jim Ivicek and Dana
Shelley in the long horse cut the
Southern Illinois lead to one point
with two events left.
The Salukis upped their lead to
2.15 points in the parallel bars
with a 9.25 by Tom Linder and a
9.0 by Steve Duke to set the stage
for the high bar event.

The outcome of the meet might
have been different if two of the
Salukis' specialists in the high bar
had not broken their routines
with falls. Joe Kinkel followed a
7.8 pel'formance by SIU to score a
9.3 and Jim Ivicek collected a
9.55 to better the previous 7,75.
SIU's Tom Linder put the
pressure on the Lobos and Aitken
by scoring a 9.6, forcing Aitken to
get a 9.5 or better to give UNM
the victory.
"When it was my turn, I felt
more pressure than when I was
competing in the nationals,"
Aitken said. He thrilled the large

crowd by scoring a 9. 65, tying his
best performance of the year, to
give the Lobos their biggest win of
the season,
Of the six events UNM and SIU
each won three, with the Salukis'
Tom Linder winning the all
around event,
Dana Shelley with a 9.5 and
Stormy Eaton with a 9.1 led the
Lobos to victory in the floor
exercises. Shelley also scored a
9.35 in the long horse to
complement Jim Ivicek and Dave
Repp's 9.2 and Mark Hopkins
9.25. Kinkel and Ivicek teamed
with Aitken to give the Lobos the

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER

high bar l:'Vent a'nd the final
victory.

Every Tue, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

Coming Events

Central at Univer5oily

FUN

Feb. 11
Wrestling vs. Arizona State,
Home
Feb. 12
Gymnastics vs. Oenver, Away
Wrestling, New Mexico
Invitational
Swimming, Sr. AAU
Championships, Home

FUN

NON-CREDIT CLASSES
offered ·by the University of New Mexico

Division of Continuing Education
include:
Adobe Courses
Advertising
Albuquerque
Art Courses for Adults
Art Courses for Children
Art Courses for Youth
Aviation Ground Courses
Business English
Crafts Courses for Adults
Crafts Courses for Youth
Creativity-Choice or Chance
Creative Writing Courses
Dancing
. Data Processing Courses
Ecology
Elementary Ceramics
English Courses
English Review
French
Genealogy Courses
German
Golf Courses
Graphoanalysis
Great Decisions Program
Guitar
Hebrew
History of the Jewish People
History of New Mexico
and the Southwest
Self Hypnosis
International Cuisine

Photos by Rosalie Ferguson and Jim Royce

Joe Kinkel, left, and Jim Ivicek contribute to the Lobo victory
with performances on the parallel bars and the still rings. Kinkel and
Ivicek are the Lobos' endurance men with Ivicek performing in all six
events and Kinkel entering four.

Kinkel/Ivicek

CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS.ING

Christian Student Center

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Journalism Buildin~:. Room
mum ( $1.40) per time run. If ad is to
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more: consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no c::hnnges the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P .0. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be mnde in !ull prior to Insertion of advertisement.

130 Girard NE
BIBLE 23 21:

. \cts-Rcvclation
Tlmrs., 7:00-10:00 p.m.

Job-;\falachi
Tue., 7:00-10:00 p.m.
BIBLE

m
BIBLE

4360:

333 2:

1)

Introduction to Religious Education
'\'ed., i:00-9:00 p.m.

2)

--

Bible Course For Credit

~(5{Y5j2J(J(l~~~

ZV!d ~

Clutch Performance

••

at the College Inn:

For the Price of

~

We'll Give YouTwo~

~---,-----~==--~~~-

3)
Photo by Rosalie I•'erguson

Plenty of underground
protected parking.
You can leave your car
and walk to class.
Night security patrol
Plus: Food & Maid Service, Study

•IHY ami

lkrLdt•y,

At-!t•lit. ~;I

("I.ASHI~S &

Across from the Newman Center

Cnativt\,
2 ·' 15

2/12
5)
FORSALE

ll I C Y C L E : 10 SPEED AMERICAN
EAGLE, chrome fenders nnd saddle bnskets. New. S85. Contnct Don Piche,
Philosophy Dept. Phone 4043 or 1-804·
7900. 2.'16
ENLARGim: DURST M600 with nll·lnone kit 7U MM Schneider comJJonnr lt'ns
--worth over $200 only $169. 26G-4439.
2/Hi

EMPLOYMENT

TERRITORIAL HOUSE, Corrales, N.M.
Now accepting applications for waitress ..
es, must be 21. Part and full time. 2/12
GLAMOROUS POSITION: Earn $5,00 'j,";;;
show hour. 8Gfi·9347. Call collect. 2/12
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT in Ycllowatone
and nil U.S. National Parks. Booklet tells
where and how to app],v, Send $2.00
Arnold Agcey, 200 EllSt Main, Rexburg,
Idaho 83440. Moneybnek guarnntoc, 2/12
PART TIME COUNTER MAN. Apply in
porson. 4201 Central NE or 5810 Menan!
NE. 2/11.
FEMALE STUDENT live in, exchange
for houselwld duties. 208-9198. 2/11,

HONDA 1971 31i00 SL Motosport. Phone
--~4~-~~0?.! ~~~ tor Da\"1:.". Must scll.:.~/12 _

7)

AKA! l'OUI~ TRACK tope dwk, $11i0. Call

ORIGINAL WORKS needs more unusual
nrts & ('l'afts. Hn.ve any interesting worlt-:
Drot> by lOG Mesa SE. 2/.4.

~!'!l_·2V88-1083. 2;:~
30 l'Olt'rAHI,Jo: 'l'V'u. S30 ta $GO. 441

-

!t.1fll4- -nr

~~u·

For course description, fees, times, etc. pick-up a Community College bulletin at the continuing Education Building located on the
Northwest corner of Lomas at Yale (805 Yale NE) or coll277-2215
or 277-2931

MISCELLANEOUS

('ONSOI~gs. Th<'-:w
PonHol{'3 Jm.\"C lValnut finiHh and BSR turntnblr.:. 'I1w:..t' 8dl for S5U ~.n.ch. linit('d
lo'r,•fro:ht !-!akq, 3tl21) San .Mntc-o. Otwn 9 to

t'arh. Hra.ntl N('W

P opcej oy Hall!

.Arrit,.-~h flNU En~o:l:lnd.

Al·u, Fahalmr; Gift:J FI,)m F:-:r At.vay
Pinc:<-:.:t, Fl'« nl Conwanv 1U7-h•t North ..

\\'( t, AU•UiJUPI'(IU(". 2 ·l:i
lJ~'I·:n ;l'V"r;. $~~~~5. -(~n!ur 4lntl IU:u~h '\VhitP.
All t't'Nlir s~mu·anb•e1t. 241~ 4th N.,v.
~' 17

65' . -I~~~I;i,oYi\IEX'l'

--.
--I'HO'l'OGRAI'HI.;t(S l\IODJo:I, l'l.;MAU;,
tuuttinw. fe-<' nt·~otiaH<'. cxJwri(!!l('e )H't•..
ft'rrl•,l. Call 205-4770 nit<>r 5 P.M.
-~-

TOT< tltJN(; ia Smmi.•h. HJw-

~~~-.

And The Cultural Program Committee

----~.

presents

"THE ·aesT·BROADWAV 'MUSICAL
>S.INCc. FIDDLER ·oN THE .ROOF/'~r~; /_-'. · _...:. cuv-e .Bar~es, N. v. TIM ~s
I. .

.
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MI(HA~l
~LAJN~ K~·~MOYAN

VIVIAN

·~

,

.

~R.DA

BOO~ JOSEPH STEIN
BY

WHO WROTE

"FIDDLER on the ROOF"
MUSIC BY

)

~

tJr V---

1\ MA IIR /Ct
rIVa¥ VoR~ A IIAll

At11{ 1\

JOHN KANDER

LYRICSBY

FRED EBB

WHO WROTE THE SONGS IN

"CABARET"

t':tA/fOf3' Flt..H~otAkE 11:.

t

"ZORBA THE GREEK"
BY NI~OS KAZANTZAKIS

ADAPTED FROM

Repair & :\JaiiHI'nance
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Investing Courses
Japanese
Jewelry
Macrame
Mathematics Courses
Memory Improvement
Office Procedures
010 and 020 Courses
Philosophy Courses
Photography Courses
Real Estate Courses
Religion
Review Courses
Remedial Courses
Secretarial Courses
Sewing Courses
Shorthand Courses
Small Business Management Courses
Social Service Technician Courses
Spanish Courses
Speedreading Courses
Study Tec~niques
Success Assurance
Supervisory Development
Tailoring
Typing Courses
Weaving
Welding Exploratory Courses
Woodworking
Writing Courses
Yoga
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MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
FOR SPRING SEMESTER
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DON'T PUT IT OFF I De an experienced
swimmer this summer. Private lessons jn
lnrge, heated indoor Pool. Qualified Instructor. Reasonable foes. All ages eli~:
ible. Cnll B42·9:0I3 or 344·3054 for details.
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I-M Meeting
Tonight In
Johnson Gym
The first Intramural Council
Meeting of the second semester
will be held tonight at 6:30 p.m.
in room 159 of Johnson
Gymnasium.
The Council asks a
representative from all intramural
teams to attend and also invites
any full time student (carrying 12
hours or more) to attend. "We
welcome any students to com1! to
the meeting and learn what goes
on in intramurals," says Allan
Carter, president of the
Intramural Council, "because to
attend the meeting is really the
only way one can find out about
the program."
•
Carter especially asks greater
participation on the part of the
independent and dorm teams.,
Sports coming up soon on the
intramural agenda include
volleyball, paddleball singles,
badminton dt;lJubles, handball
singles, and bowling. Intramural
managers should check entry due
dates in their handbooks or on the
intramural board in Johnson
Gym,
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Valentine Special
For the Price of One
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l•'OUND- brow folder wlth Athro, 101 nnd
Philosophy 101 note.,, Name !'nul Jett.
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Jon Aitken swings on the high bar enroute to his brilliant meet
winning, 9.65 performance. Aitken had to score better than 9.5 for
the Lobos to beat Southern Illinois and he amazed a crowd of over
4,000 with his clutch performance. The team was down by a wide
margin going into the high bar event and received performances of
9.3, 9.55, and 9.65 respectively from Joe Kinkel, Jim Ivicek,
and Aitken.

Where Do You Park?
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LOS'!' & FOUND

FOUND-watch on campus b<!tw<:>en Ed,
C.omplox nnd Holconn Hnll. Call 266-fi249,
2t10

Enroll In A
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FOUND: JmYS, CO!tNim CORN!oii,L
AND CENTRAl,, (ll!on<lay) Pick Up at
Marron Hull 117 or rnll Hny 277-4943,
2_ 11

Register at the Christian Student Center or at first class
$5.00-Full Credit
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PERSONALS

TO WHOMEVER borrowed my &:hurmann
& Shell Communist Chinn for Pol. Sci.
342-PleDBe return it to Rm. 205 Journalism BJdg. or send it through campus mnfl,
I need it back I Cynthia Williams. NOTICE: AI,L CI,ASSU'IED ADS must
be in by 3 n.m. to run the following dny,

The Book of Romans
:11-1\'., 1:30-2:15
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Wed. & Thur., Feb. 10 & 11
7:00, 9:00, & 11:00 p.m.

Feb 16 & 17

8:15 P.M.

Jo'ilnunakcr present to answer questions

1.00 with UN M U I,D--1.5() gcn.c!·al

m Conuntt tee SUB I 1
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6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

U.N.M. Students with Activity Cards 1-2 Price
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editorial

Fir1ching
The Money
The combined finance committees
of the New Mexico House and
Senate today will begin budget
hearings on appropriations for state
universities. We hope UNM will fare
well in the hearings, and the upward

trend in appropriations will
continue,
The University this year requested
$23.88 million; the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF)
recommended $20.89 million. The
BEF recommendation is 13.8
percent higher than the $18.35
million allocated by the legislature
last year. The figures since 1968-69
indicate a trend in higher allocations
to the University.
In 68-69, $13.95 million was
allocated to UNM; in 69-70, the
allocation was $15.56 million.
However, the $3 million that was
cut from the University's budget is
badly needed. The BEF bases its
recommendations on the rising or
falling enrollment of the institutions.
And unfortunately for UNM, the
BEF has notoriously under
anticipated our enrollment. In the
past two years, UNM's enrollment

has been double the BEF prediction. being inadequate for the number of
Crowded classrooms and a general graduate degree programs offered at
wringing of hands has been the UNM. Money for both areas is
result; we had little or no money needed.
If funds are not budgeted for
readily available to offset the student
these
two vital areas, the over-all
onslaught. If the University is once
again faced with a 13 percent quality of the University will suffer.
enrollment increase and the BEF has And if funds are found to reinforce
once again under-anticipated the those two flagging areas, other areas
increase, we will face more of the will suffer. The cyclical impasse goes
on and on.
same.
It has been unfortunate in the past
The $3 million the BEF cut from
that
the University has not received
this year's request will cause
shuffling of the budget in four all funds requested; we have had
funding areas: the number of tight budgets, but we have been able
teaching and graduate assistants to get along. This year, however,
available to faculty members; faculty could signal the point of no return if
salaries; library materials; and we do not get the money we need.
non-academic personnel salaries. If Let us hope that the finance
funds for TA's and GA's are cut, committees will reinstate the $3
there is a chance that money from million and the BEF will find it in its
another area could fill the gap. The heart to be more generous in the
library was criticized by the North future.
Sarah Laidlaw
Central Accrediting Association as
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HEC Rejects 'Super Board' Plan
Lower Majority Bill Killed by House
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'Geronimo!'

Rep. Lenton Malry

letters:

SANTA FE-The House Education Committee (HEC) moved yesterday to kill a plan
to abolish separate boards of regents at the
state's seven institutions of higher education and substitute one "super board" in
their place.
By a vote of 8-3 the committee gave the
proposed constitutional amendment a "do
not pass" recommendation. That recommendation is scheduled to be presented to the
full house today and if accepted would kill
the measure.
House Minority Leader Tom Hoover (RBernalillo) who sponsored the measure told
the committee the consolidated board of regents was essential to stop the proliferation
of higher level degrees being granted at the
several universities.
"I'm quite concerned that New Mexico
should have the highest quality of education
we can afford" but with the current waste of

resources "we can never achieve this under
our current system," Hoover said.
Rep. Lenton Malry (D-Bernalillo), one of
the co-sponsors of the measure, however,
urged the committee to kill the measure because it "is not yet clear whether one board
would create more problems than it could
solve at this time."
Citing a recent Board of Educational Finance (BEF) study of higher education
which shows that masters degrees in music
are granted at four universities and masters
in chemistry at five, Hoover said "I don't
think we can tolerate that kind of waste,"
of money. In some programs only one or two
students are enrolled, he added.
UNM Vice President for Administration
and Development Sherman Smith countered,
however, that where gradaute programs
"only have a few enrolled or where they are
marginal it doesn't cost any more money."

Hoover also told the committee
that the BEF study had recommended that several graduate programs either be phased out or
consolidated at a fewer number
of universities. I agree with the
BEF's recommendations and I
think we should "concentrate
higher degrees at one or possibly
two institutions," he said, "but
I question whether the BEF has
LOS ANGI·~LES (VPI) -California's mightiest earthquake
In the area of heaviest damage, about six miles in di- the authority" to tell the univerin :18 years smashed parts of Los "Angeles and its sprawling ameter and about 20 miles northwest of downtown Los An~ sities to consolidate or phase out
suburbH into fire and rubble Tuesday, killing at least 30, geles, the VA hospital was devastated, a sanitarium was graduate programs.
he said, it would
persons and forcing 140,000 to flee their homes below a wrecked, and a clam at Van Norman lakes was cracked and beAdditionally,
"extremely difficult" for a
cracked and leaking earth-filled clam.
split, causing evacuation of a 12-mile area below it.
board of regents which "is interNearly half the victims died when the earthquake, strik~
At the VA hospital, firemen, on their hands and knees atop ested in only that one institution"
ing at dawn "like a giant hand," collapsed a three-story the rubble, followed muffled sobs and cries for help from in- to phase out a program.
Earlier in the day the House
veterans hospital and trapped 80 persons in a 10-foot-high side, chopping holes in the roof and then raising the collapsed had
passed on a 53-2 vote a meafloors to pull out trapped patients;
pile of rubble.
sure to strengthen the BEF by
The dam was holding as rescuE! workers frantically drained giving it broadened powers to
Firemen chopped holes in the roof, trying to locate the
trapped and dying by the muffled cries from inside. But off the lake behind it into a sister lake, which was itself be- "maintain a continuing evaluation of higher education in the
ing emptied into the Los Angeles river.
officials said it would take two days to reach all of them.
state" whereby duplications of
The quake was registered at 6.5 in magnitude on the Rich- programs could be sharply curMore than 900 persons were injured. At least 140,000 fled
from a 12~square-mile area in front of the leaking Van ter scale. Releasing energy equal to the explosion of a mil- tailed.
In other House action yesterNorman lakes dam in the San I•'emanclo Valley northwest of lion tons of TNT. It was felt over a 300 mile stretch of Caliday
a bill which would have esfornia
from
Fresno,
200
miles
north
of
Los
Angeles,
to
the
Los Angeles, and state officials said a quarter of a ·million
tablished the age of majority at
l\'fexico border.
persons ultimately might have to be evacuated.
18 for all purposes was killed on
Eleven persons died and 40 •vere trapped eight hours after a roll call vote of 36-20.
l\Iore than 400 buildings were damaged in downtown Los
Had the legislation passed, and
Angeles. The ~>;clewalks of Hollywood Boulevard were strewn the earthquake in a Veterans administration hospital in the
if
a constitutional amendment to
with broken glass. Hundreds of fires from broken glass and San Fernando Valley. Three died when a wall collapsed in a lower
the voting age to 18 is
brand new $23 million "earthquake-proof" sanitarium.
electrical mains lighted the horizon as the sun rose.
ratified, then
18-20-year-olds
President Nixon declared California a disaster area and
would have achieved all aspects of
adulthood currently granted to
dispatched Vice President Spiro T. Agnew to meet with
BULLETIN
those over 21.
Reagan in Los Angeles Wednesday to co-ordinate federalSylmar, CALIF. (UPI)-Telephone service in the Sylmar area of
Opponents of the bill argued
state rescue efforts.
the San Fernando Valley was virtually destroyed by Tuesday's
that trying to tie the measure to
earthquake.
Thousands of residents ran terrified into the streets when
an invitation to defeat the 18A
General
Telephone
Co.
spokesman
said
the
earthquake
year-old
voting amendment. The
the quake, centered in the town of Newhall 40 miles north"wiped out everything" in the switching office here.
bill
had
originally
tied the meawest of downtown Los Angeles, shook the area for more than
It was estimated the outage affected some 20,000 subscribers
sure to the amendment but the
a full minute at 5:59 a.m. PST.
ifi the Sylmar·San Fernando area.
House Judiciary Committee had
Compton urged persons concerned about relatives in the
Tall buildings swayed, showering the streets with bricks
amended it to make the measure
northern portion of the San Fernando Valley, especially in the
effective immediately.
and chun]{S of plaster. Plate glass littered streets. Chimneys
Sylmar·San Fernando areas, to contact the Red Cross or the
However, the House first acted
toppled. Furniture and dishes flew about inside houses as
Salvation Army for information since all available lines are being
to re-tie the measure to the amtheir occupants clung to their beds and prayed. Two freereserved for emergency use.
endment by a 35-21 vote before
way overpasses collapsed, crushing three persons to death.
killing it entirely.

Leaking Dam Forces Thousands to Evacuate
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Keep Lights Off
To the Editor:
I have become involved with
extensive studies of the quality of
our environment, and in our area
(because of the Four Corners
co,al-burning electric power facility)
there appears to be a significant
contribution to local air pollution
from the use of electric power.
Therefore, I ask that you (President
Ferrel Heady) encourage the
appropriate people and groups (e.g.
the campus policemen. who are on
nightwatch duty) to keep
unnecessary lights on the campus out
throughout the nights and days.
Unpaved roads are another major
source of pollution in Albuquerque,
and unpaved roads exist, along with
unpaved parking lots, all over the
campus. How about hitting the
Board of Educational Finance (BEF)
with that?
Thank you.
Charles L. Hyder

Lobo
Letter
Polic-y
/

The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy 9f The Lobo; or
the policy of ASUNNI, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

Earthquake Hits Los Angeles Area

Bema

By JAMES G. TROST
DOUGLASP.FERRARO
Department of Psychology
Apparently there is no truth - in vending among dealers of drugs.
Recent reports from Toronto, east
coast urban and suburban areas, the
midwest and San Francisco suggest
that street drugs sold as
"psychedelics" are rarely authentic.
Moreover, the compounds being
substituted for the alleged substances
are not always innocuous and, in
some instances may be more toxic
than the drugs presumably
··purchased.
Because of increasing suspicion
regarding the authenticity of drugs
being sold in the street in
Albuquerque, we produced four
samples of material alleged to be
"cannabis," a "South American
exotic,'' a "potent LSD powder'' and
"Psilocybine." The materials were
labeled and sent to the National
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
where they were then delivered to
the Special Testing and Research
Laboratories of the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
. '(BNDD) for analysis.

The report revealed that only one
of the drugs, the Canabis, was
genuine. The "South American
exotic" was identified as Datura
meteloides, also known as jimson
weed, loco weed and deadly
, nightshade, which is indigenous to
the Southwest. Because the principle
psychoactive ingredients of this plant
are scopolamine, hyoscyamine and
atropine, it is usually considered to
be one of the less desirable of the
hallucinogenics and can be highly
toxic. The "LSD," in the form of a
white powder, contained heroin as
the primary substance and lactose
and quinine. Finally, the substance
purchased as "Psilocybine" wa'l
found to be LSD and other
materials, such as corn starch and
lactose, used for filler.
These findings suggest that the
Southwestern drug dealer is not
conforming to truth - in - vending
standards. In no case that we know
of have drugs labeled as "synthesized
organics" been authentic. Alleged
"mescaline" and "Psilocybine" have
most frequently been found to
contain LSD, STP or phencyclidine,
which is an immobilizing agent.
Other studies of street drugs indicate
that amphetamines ("speed") are
frequently substituted for LSD and
that atropine or phencyclidine are
commonly used to treat Cannabis or
parsley to produce or amplify their
effects. The practice of
phencyclidine (PSP, "HOG," "angel
dust") substitution seems
particularly treacherous not only
because high doses of the drug can
induce psychotic agitation and
convulsions, but if manufactured
incorrectly, can produce coma and
death. Needless to say there is no
quality control in the manufacture
of drugs in basement laboratories;
doses of two different batches of the
same drug may vary tenfold.

What is urgently needed, and what
we propose is a drug analysis
program which would gather street
samples with complete anonymity
from clinics, crisis centers, and
individual users for purposes of
analysis. Presently, some officials at
the NIMH feel that only the Special
Laboratory at the BNDD in
Washington, D.C. has the capability
to undertake such a program. A
memo to this effect has been
forwarded by NIMH to the White
House coordinator of the
Interagency Drug Committee, The
BNDD, however, has responded that
because they· are already
overworked, they must give priority
to samples sent to them by law
enforcement agencies. Furthermore,
some BNDD officials feel that
examination of samples from private
sources or for treatment of users
would be beyond the bureau's
assigned mission.
We feel that a state or federally
funded and operated drug analysis
program, such as the one we have
proposed must be created for several
reasons: 1) It would be a primary
tool in drug information programs to
warn users of the real hazards which
exist in the illicit drug trade in their
area; 2) It would substantially aid
physicians and others in the
treatment of cases of illicit drug
overdoses and poisoning; 3) It could
discourage the sale of many unlawful
drugs by revealing unambiguously
the practice of substitution of
compounds among dealers, and, 4) It
would serve to keep educational
agencies concerned with drug use
aware of new illicit compounds as
they were introduced into specific
geographic areas,
We ask that you join us in urging
our elected state and federal officials
to institute such a drug analysis
program.

Bullseye-Apollo 14 Home Safe After Moon Mission
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ABOARD USS NEW ORLEANS
(UPI)-Apollo 14's astronauts made
it safely back to earth Tuesday from
man's boldest and most scientifically
rewarding mission to the moon and
they said they "had a good time doing it."
"We have had a terrific flight. It's
been just super all the way around,"
said mission commander Alan B.
Shepard, adding that while there
were some problems, "We've had a
lot of fun."
Shepard and his copilots, Edgar D.
Mitchell and Stuart A. Roosa, made
a bullseye splashdown in the warm
South Pacific 900 miles south of
Samoa at 2:05P.M. MST.
The successful end to their nineday, $400-million mission . put the
nation's space program back on
track and salvaged the scientific
Wednesday, February 10, 1971

goal of the near disastrous Apollo 13
mission of last April.
Smiling and in apparent excellent
shape, they brought back 96 pounds
of moon rocks and other scientific
data that could turn outer space into
a boo11 for mankind.
Apollo 14 carrie dout a series of
experiments aimed at putting space
to work for man and taking advantage of its weightlessness and lack
of atmosphere when the United
States begins flying long-duration
space stations in earth orbit.
"Alan 'Shepard and his crew in .
Apollo 14 have shown us what nian
can do and g~ven us a vision of what·
man will.· do in the future," said
George M. Low; acting administrator of the space agency.
·
The experiments· by Apollo 14
could lead to pure vaccines, produced

economically and efficiently to protect mankind against disease, and
new manufacturing methods that
could lead to a host of new products.
"I can only give this (mission) an
absolutely perfect score," said Low.
"The flight achieved all of the objectives that we set out to achieve."
President Nixon phoned the astroIlauts shortly after their splashdown
to express the nation's thanks for
their efforts.
· "You give all of us older fellows
some hope," the President told the
·47~year~old Shepard.
· · Louise . Shepard; the spacecraft
,commander's · wi:fe, shivered with
emotion while watching her hus~
band's return to earth. She called it
a "fantastic experience," and was
seconded by Mrs. Mitchell, who declared : "Edgar is the sun and we're

just reflecting his light today."
"That's the most handsome man
I've ever seen," said Mrs.Roosa as her
husband stepped onto the aircraft
carrier.
"Welcome home," the recovery
force communicator yelled when
Apollo 14 hit the water after its 24,600-mile-per-hour re-entry through
earth's atmosphere.
"We're in good shape," Shepard
reported. A cheer went up in Mission
Control Center back in Houston.
The astronauts landed 11.5 miles
west of the international dateline, an
imaginary line that marks the start~
ing point of each day. Thus they
technically arrived home Wednesday, rather than Tuesday, but as
quickly as they crossed the line, they
were back into Tuesday.

